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Bomber Command is a fast-paced, open-ended WW2 simulation combat game which allows you to command a squadron of World War 2 fighters. You can fly new missions with various objectives, or try your hands at PvP, Co-op, or Ladder missions. Features: - Authentic Air Combat - Real World Weather Effects -
Physically Based Firing - Tactical Mission Planning - Online Ladder and Ranked Live Server - Dynamic Campaign with Campaign System and Replay System - Built in Mission Builder - Direct Control of Missions - Realistic Vehicle Physics - 40 Free Maps - Strong Single Player Campaign with Free Gameplay -

Leaderboards, Achievements, Stats, and much more - Hundreds of Modifications, Enhancements and Bugfixes An intense WW2 game that allows you to enjoy the full extent of the time when the Fittest Army on Earth was the mightiest. Join the World War II - A time of violence and prejudice, without war as we
know it. Follow history on and prepare to pilot to fight a series of deadly maneuvers at the core of WW2. -------------------------------------------------------------- About This Game: The Campaign System Revolution of 1941 is a historical set-up of real historical battles using historically accurate and updated units, with real

weather effects, across four campaigns, or more than 80 real battlefields. Features: ✔ Large Collection of Real Battles! ✔ Over 1000 Historical Units, Weapons, and Assets! ✔ Deeply customizable battlefields with each historical battle played out, allowing you to fine tune the experience to your liking. ✔ Real
Weather Effects - Rain, Frost, Fog, Smoke, Thunder. ✔ Historical Battle AI - Shoot on sight! ✔ High replayability - more than 80 battle zones, and there are currently plans to add more! ✔ Multiplayer & Co-op Missions! ✔ Complex real time mission timer and nimble controls. ✔ Simple and streamlined touch controls
are ideal for beginners, while expert users will appreciate the real time customization of performance and controls. ✔ More than 1000 historical units, weapons, and other assets in addition to 80 battlefields. ✔ Manualized Campaign maps on which you can create your own battles, with manual modifications, such

as terrain, weather effects, and more. Available on the iOS App Store. For Android use Google Play. About This Game: A historically accurate, singleplayer campaign

Wargame: Red Dragon - Russian Roulette [10vs10 Map] Features Key:
Map: 10vs10

Allies: 10
Enemies: 10

Game Type: Strategy
Game Mode: TDM
Game Size: 6 vs 6

Achievements and Trophies unlocked
Enemy Drop: 50%

Flag Drop Rate: 32%
Infantry Supply Rate: 3
Armor Supply Rate: 3

Air Supply Rate: 2
Air Inventory Capacity: 15

5 Day Time / 8 Day Night Time
Direction: Free For All

About the game

Plot

A mysterious entity is pursuing the Red Dragon who has captured the EU and plans to overthrow it and US with full force. The only one that can stop the Red Dragon and the EU's invasion in the future is the Hero of Europe, or should I say, the Heroes of Europe, who are set on a mission, perposely sent to a
different era in time through the device known as the 'Time Signal', a device created by ancient emperor Dimitrion Mugaly, that can both transport people to a different era in time, and give them a second chance to get through certain missions in time. In this era, the Heroes of Europe are sent to end the war
between the US and Russia. With millions of soldiers in both sides about to destroy each other, the fate of humanity rests in their hands

Gameplay

Operation of the game is completely free for all and has some of the same elements which were implemented in the first version of the game by the creators in Kyrgyzstan.
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